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Inflation, Sentiment, Growth, and Reverse Cap S&P 500

Normal is nebulous. The 2000-2019 Normal was much worse than the 20th Century Normal!

Inflation

U.S. inflation rates continue to be above expectations in 2021. Economists have expected 3.6% to 4% on a
year-over-year (YOY) basis and have been getting 4% to 5.4%. Professional and consumer expectations went
up 2% to 2.5% in Dec 2020 to 4% to 5.3% in 2021. The Moody’s Analytics Inflation Expectations Pulse (IEP)
10-year and five-years forward estimates remained at 2.48% and 2.38%, respectively, in the week ending Oct
31 (Figure 1). IEP is a dynamic measure of 20 inflation factors across various time series, including Treasury
Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS), plus surveys of forecasters and households (Figure A in Appendix).

Figure 1

Source Moody’s Economic View

Figures 2-4 support higher inflation. Bloomberg’s Transport Freight Cost Index, The U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics “Job” Quits to Dismissals Ratio, and its Labor Productivity Index have been driving goods prices,
wages, and business costs higher since May 2019. Cost-push inflation is caused by a rising cost of goods
when workers have increased job security, significant savings, and low interest rates, which converge to create
demand-pull inflation. Historically, cost-push factors have been the primary driver of inflation; as they abated,
demand-pull factors took over as the impetus for inflation. Steep rises in freight costs are due to shipping
bottlenecks (Figures 2 and B) and a surge in “job quits” bred from 6.4mn workers leaving the workforce (Figure
3, see the U.S. Census Survey reference below). Lower productivity arises from employers paying more for
“stuff” as well as from higher labor costs (Figure 4).

Figure 2 – Port Congestion Leads to Higher Freight Costs

Source Moody’s Economic View

Figure 3 – Since the Pandemic, Millions Have Left the Workforce

Source: Center for Economic & Policy Research (CEPR), https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2021/demo/hhp/hhp39.html

Figure 4 – Costs of Labor – Lowers Productivity

Source Moody’s Economic View

Market Complacency – Slightly Discounted Factors
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There is strong wage growth, especially for low-paid workers. Average hourly wages for
nonsupervisory workers have climbed 5.8% YOY. In the low-paid leisure and hospitality sector, raises
were 12.4%.
A U.S. Census Bureau Survey conducted between Sept 29 and Oct 11, 2021, estimated that 3.7
million (mn) Americans are out of work because they are caring for someone or are sick
themselves with long-term COVID-19 symptoms. The survey found 2.5mn people are not working
because they’re concerned about getting or spreading COVID-19 (Covid-Health Table 7. Reported
COVID-19 Diagnosis, by Select Characteristics: United States). Figure 3 adjusted these estimates by
more than twice the standard error to arrive at 3.3mn U.S. wage earners who have left the workforce.
Mega-banks suffer profit losses on trades if speculative positions are unwound with losses.
They closed in a sea of red ink on Nov 4, 2021. Citigroup (ticker, “C”) was among the big losers,
closing -1.72%, followed by Credit Suisse (C.S.) -1.62% and Deutsche Bank (D.B.), -1.31%. JPMorgan
Chase (JPM), Barclays (BCS), and Goldman Sachs (G.S.) were down less than 1% (Figure 5).
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The unemployment rate is below the Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment (NAIRU).
Workers have more opportunities for “quitting,” so they are changing jobs more than at any point since
1970. The U.S. added 531,000 jobs in Oct 2021, as the unemployment rate fell to 4.6%. Jobs for the
prior two months were revised up 235,000 to bring the three-month average to 442,000.
Last week, the Labor Department showed weekly jobless claims fell to just 269,000, the lowest
since Mar 2020 (Figure 6). Investors holding stocks and bonds would typically have seen this as
evidence of a tightening labor market and a potential contributor to inflation that would force the Federal
Reserve (Fed) to hike interest rates earlier than anticipated. Fed Chairman Powell’s very dovish
statement on Nov 3, 2021 lit a fire under traders as stock prices rose to new highs and bond yields fell.
Many foreign central banks are already hiking rates to ward off inflation risks.
o On Sept 23, Norway’s central bank became the first major central bank to hike rates with a 0.25%
increase from its 0% rate. They forecasted another 0.25% hike is in Dec 2021. South Korea’s
hiked rates in Aug by 0.25% to 0.75%. Other recent hikes include Brazil by 1.50%, Poland by
1.25%, and the Czech Republic by 1.25% to 2.75%.
Extreme bullishness in the Options Equity Put to Call Ratio (Figure 8), a deep decline in the Atlanta Fed
GDPNow forecast for 2021 Q3 (Figure 9), a divergence in the University of Michigan’s Consumer
Sentiment Survey from the Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index (Figure 10), and other
factors caused the Fed to signal a soft tapering in bond purchases and modest rate hikes on Nov
3, 2021. The Fed's Reverse Repo program provides liquidity for its member bank's Treasury holdings.
Investors “got” the Fed’s dovish message at their Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting as
stocks and bonds rallied.
Last week’s InFocus warned of risks inherent to hedge fund and futures traders’ long 2-Year U.S.
Treasury Notes (UST2Y) employed as collateral for their leveraged trades. Caution was sounded
for hazards that arise if U.S. Treasury yields continued to spike, led by the UST2Y (Figure 11). Asset
class volatility would rise if traders continued to dump short-term Treasury notes to unwind their
underwater and leveraged trades. The UST2Y minus UST10Y Yield Spread typically narrows a few
months before the Fed tightens monetary policy. Short rates usually rise as long rates fall because
market participants foresee that Fed tightening will lead to slower or even negative economic growth
(Figures 11-12). Because Chairman Powell is a veteran Wall Street speculator, he is well aware of this
risk. Thus, he made statements on Nov 3, 2021 that reassured traders that they should not sell—and in
fact, they bought more UST2Y to finance more leveraged bets, which sent UST2Y down to 0.39% from
O.55% before the FOMC meeting.
Our government and Fed are in untenable monetary and fiscal positions. After last week’s FOMC
meeting, they were on a path of soft tapering of its $120 in monthly bond purchases, as well as
tentative rate hikes, likely sometime after Jun 30, 2022. They tolerate inflation above 3%, which
favors gold, foreign security, domestic value stock, and currency investors.
Speculative traders were soothed by Chairman Powell’s dovish views on tapering and his
sentiment that rate hikes will come later than expected before his Nov 3 press conference. Since
Powell’s statements, the U.S. Treasury 2-year Note (UST2Y) has declined more than the 10-year note
yield (UST10Y), which has eased the stress and reduced losses on speculative traders (Figure 11). This
relief came too late for The Rokos Capital Hedge Fund. This $12.5bn fund had to close after an -18%
loss in Oct 2021.
The Fed fosters most of the world's extreme speculation evident in the high valuations of most
asset classes. Most of the Fed’s easy money has gone to big businesses that didn’t need the cash but
were incentivized by low rates to borrow anyway. Their loans either sit in banks that hold trillions in bank
reserves or are used for non-growth purposes like stock buybacks.
Investors, big business, and the government have been in “a borrower’s nirvana” for over 13
years. Our private and public sectors have spent future consumption. Wise borrowing produces assets
that replace future consumption. We have indebted ourselves between a rock and a hard place made
worse by fiscal deficits and mounting trade deficits.
In the late 1960s, the Fed also said the inflation data was transitory. Today’s 5% inflation, if
measured by actual housing prices, would be near 8%, which is not too far from the 8.9% inflation rate
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seen from 1969-1979, our highest inflation decade. Federal debt is now close to $30 trillion or 130% of
GDP, not 30% as it was then.
COVID accelerated what was already happening since 2008: low GDP growth, high living costs, and
flat wages for workers—a humdrum life, but not a disaster.
There is much confusion sourced from the abrupt decline in the 2021 Q3 to 2% from 6.7% in
2021 Q2 when viewed along with the wild swings in GDPNow estimates. Uncertainty about
economic strength is high due to the divergence in monthly job growth, which improved in Oct 2021
from reports had in the prior two months while consumer sentiment readings are mixed.
Fed policy constraints are structural. Unlike the late 1970s to 1982, the Fed cannot hike rates to
levels that match or exceed inflation rates. Back then, Federal Debt to GDP was near 30%, while
it is now near 130%. The Congressional Budget Office projects a 2021 federal budget deficit near 10%
of GDP, a deficit that has only been exceeded by 14.9% in 1945. A policy error could trigger a debtdollar crisis, causing Treasury yields to soar; if that were to occur, interest on federal debt could fly to
4%-5% of GDP, causing equity and bond markets to correct severely or enter a stock+bond bear
market.
The Fed must choose between a perceived inflationary policy mistake (a soft taper) on the
inflationary side and a perceived policy mistake (tightening) on the deflationary side. The latter
sends the dollar higher as stocks; if high inflation persists, Treasury yields will rise in a recession; and
the Fed will quickly reverse course. Gold and commodities plunge, while the former keeps the bulls
running for gold, foreign securities, and alternative currencies.
Bill Ackman of Pershing Square Capital Management found that today's unemployment rate and
inflation rate are higher than at any time since 1986. His firm presented this information and a list of
primary risk factors currently facing the economy in a presentation to the N.Y. Federal Reserve Bank on
Oct 20, 2021. Mr. Ackerman pleaded that the Fed should raise rates and taper bond purchases now to
prevent a secular rise in inflation well above the Fed's 3% target rate.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Risk Factors

Weakening China growth
The emergence of new COVID variants
Second-order impacts from supply chain constraints
Geopolitical risk
Cybersecurity risk

Bank stock weakness is another point of uncertainty adding to the many divergences in economic and market
factors. Figure 5 shows stock price declines in Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan on Nov 4, 2021. A day when
major banks sold-off—a striking and disturbing divergence from the broader indices. Substantial bank profits
coincide with healthy stock markets because mega-banks finance a lot of corporate activity.
Among the worst bank performers yesterday were three foreign global banks that have a heavy presence on
Wall Street: The British bank, Barclays (BCS), lost 5.56%; Swiss bank, Credit Suisse (C.S.), gave up 4.73%
while German mega-bank, Deutsche Bank (D.B.), lost -4.64%.

Figure 5 – Bank Stocks Diverge – Nov 4, 2021

Source: www.wallstreetonparade.com

Figure 6 – Current & Continued Jobless Claims– Nov 14, 2020 to Oct 30, 2021

Source Moody’s Economic View

Escape from Normalville – Upside-Down Economics

For the record, if we look at price to earnings before taxes and debt service, Tesla is at 160 and Berkshire
Hathaway is at 4.6; by price to free cash flow, Tesla is at 276 and Berkshire at 23; by price to book ratio, Tesla
is at 43.5 and Berkshire at 1.4; and by price to sales, Tesla is at 24 and Berkshire at 1.8.
Tesla’s growth prospects are such that it should be more expensive than Berkshire in all these ratios.
Speculators, many of whom recently opened their first brokerage accounts (Figure 7), have been bidding up
Tesla and other stock prices up to extreme multiples. They are pricing in an awful lot of hope while pricing out
a margin of safety against severe losses, which in many cases assures low future returns.

Figure 7 – The 21-40 Age Cohort Fuels Investment Speculation

Source: 90 West Data - Cross Country Insights

Market Sentiment

The Chicago Board of Exchange’s Equity Put to Call (CPCE) often showed investors’ complacency for most of
2020 and early 2021. Although it remains bearish, last week’s extremely complacent reading of 0.36 eased to
0.44% this week. It is well below the 0.55 score evident for most of 2021. Regular readings are near 65%
(Figure 8). The percent of New York Stock Exchange stocks above their 200- (NYA200R) and 50-day moving
average (NYA50R) prices are bullish at 73% and 67% (not shown). Technical NASDAQ index price patterns
warn technology investors to be cautious (Figure C).

Figure 8 – U.S. Equity Investors Have NO FEAR!

Courtesy of www.StockCharts.com

Economic Growth

Moody’s Economics sees a slightly higher probability of recession since Sept 2021, but is still sanguine about a
recession over the next 12 months. Moody’s employs the National Bureau of Economic Research’s (NBER)
definition of a recession—a severe decline in all macroeconomic measures tracked by NBER, not simply two
consecutive quarters of a reduction in GDP.
The Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow forecast for real GDP growth for the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2021 stands at 8.5%
after recent releases from the Institute for Supply Management, the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the
U.S. Census Bureau (Figure 9). The 8.5% estimate is a massive turnaround from the -94% plunge in 2021 Q3
GDP estimates (13.8% to 0.8%) from May 2021 through Oct 2021.

Figure 9 – GDPNow Estimate at 8.5% as of Nov 4, 2021

Source: The Atlanta Federal Reserve

Arrow Insights expects growth in the U.S. to come near 3% in 2022, an extreme outlier higher than the growth
had from 2009-2018. The latest GDPNow 8.5% forecast for 2021 Q4 does not support our outlook, but it
does support our case for high economic uncertainty that currently is far from 20th Century norms when GDP
held close to 3.7% despite the Great Depression. Let’s see if GDPNow’s robust estimate for 2021 Q4 holds
up through year-end 2021.
The Conference Board Consumer Confidence Index increased in Oct 2021, after declining in the prior three
months. It stands at 113.8, up from 109.8 in Sept 2021.

Figure 10 – Consumer Sentiment at Recession Levels

Source Moody’s Economic View

The divergence in consumer indexes is another divergence from the norm. The University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment Index plunged from 88 in April 2021 to 71 in Oct 2021, a level ordinarily evident near
recessions. Wide divergences in these indexes occur when job security and pocketbook issues are out of sync
like they are today. Jobs are plentiful, but higher gasoline, food, rent, and other needs are soaring. Most
employers' cost of living adjustments (COLA) needed to keep pace with inflation are not high enough to
preserve their workers' purchasing power. Real wages are up about 1.3% YOY on average for wage earners,
while the COLA for Social Security income earners will be 5.9% in 2022.

Treasury Yields and Interest Rates

Investor expectations of tighter monetary conditions by the Fed beginning before year-end 2021, along with
hikes in the Fed Funds Rate in 2022 or 2023, is causing an economic slowdown, which is evidenced by a
decline in spread between two- and 10-year T-notes yields (UST2Y - UST10Y) from 1.52% to 1.06% in 2021.
The decrease in this spread has historically been a harbinger of a slower economy or a recession (Figure 11).

Billionaire trader Rokos’ fund hit after bond turmoil

By Laurence Fletcher in London and Ortenca Aliaj in New York for The Financial Times

Billionaire bond trader Chris Rokos suffered a loss of around -18% in his $12.5bn Rokos Capital
hedge fund last month, making him one of the highest-profile casualties from a tumultuous few weeks
in bond markets.
The former Brevan Howard co-founder was one of several traders caught off guard in Aug 1, 2021
through Nov 3, 2021 as short-dated Treasury bonds slumped amid a sudden shift in market
expectations that inflationary pressures would last longer, and central banks would have to raise
interest rates much faster than previously thought.
The losses take Rokos, who was down around -20% for the year to late October, to a loss of more
than -26% this year, said a person who had seen the numbers. Rokos Capital declined to comment.

Figure 11 – UST2Y & Speculative Carry Trade – Last 5 Years – Nov 5, 2021

Courtesy of www.StockCharts.com

Figure 12 – Fed Open Market Committee – Fed Funds Rate Expectations

Courtesy of www.Bloomberg.com

Price Uncertainty – Inflation Risk = Political-Risk
Figure 13 was part of Bill Ackman’s PowerPoint presentation to N.Y. Federal Reserve Bank in Oct 20/21. It
shows today's unemployment level, and the U.S. inflation rate are higher than at any time since 1986. His
firm, Pershing Square Capital Management employs economic and market factors to manage long-short
strategies that hedge inflation and deflation risks. On Nov 3, 2021, Fed Chairman Powell was
COMPLACENT. He and the FOMC failed to hear Mr. Ackerman's plea and warning about the risks of the
Fed's easy policies fueling a long-term inflation trend that runs well above the Fed's 2% annualized inflation
rate (Figures 12 and 13).

Figure 13 – Normal is Nebulous.

Source: N.Y. Fed Presentation, William Ackman of Pershing Square, NY, NY

Investors would be wise to pair a healthy allocation to equity portfolios with low concentrations to largecompany growth stocks, which trade at very high valuations based upon five-year average fundamentals
(Figure 14). Investors seeking a domestic portfolio can achieve one easily through the Reverse Capitalization
Weighted (Cap Wtd) Portfolio, which bests the Cap Wtd and Equal Wtd versions of the S&P 500 (SPX) on
eight out of 11 key valuation metrics (Figure 14, highlighted in yellow and green). The Reverse Cap SPX has a
mean market cap near $27,000, while the Cap Wtd and Equal Wtd portfolios are near $600,000 and $85,000.
The Reverse Cap index is more heavily weighted to value and defensive sectors while being underweighted to
the most expensive and high-growth sectors (technology and communication services).

Figure 14 – Key Equity Valuation Metrics – 5-year Averages through Sep 2021
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Data Sourced from Portfolio Visualizer & Arrow Insights

The Reverse Cap SPX bested other versions of SPX on a year-to-date (YTD) and a 12-months basis
through Nov 8, 2021, while the SPX has done so over the last 36 months (m) and since Dec 2017 through
Oct 2021.

Figure 15 – Alt-Wtd SPX to Nov 8, 2021 & Jan 1, 2018 to Oct 31, 2021

Data Sourced from Portfolio Visualizer & Arrow Insights

Although the Reverse Cap Index has underperformed a traditional portfolio and Equal Wtd S&P 500 Index, it
has a good chance of coming out on top in periods when inflation exceeds 3%, as it has since Mar 2020. So
far, in 2021, inflation has been 5.3%—the highest inflation rate since July 2008. High inflation is associated
with higher interest rates and lower bond prices. When rates rise, value stocks tend to best growth stocks,
primarily because high valuation metrics are discounted more heavily for stocks trading at higher five-year
average ratios (see the top of Figure 14).

Appendix
Figure A – Components of Moody's Analytics Inflation Expectations Pulse (IEP)

Source: Moody’s Economic View

Figure B

Source: Moody’s Economic View

Figure C – Slight Improvement – Caution Remains for Tech Dominated NASDAQ

Courtesy of www.StockCharts.com
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